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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Accuracy of Finnish Cancer Registry colorectal cancer data: a comparison
between registry data and clinical records

Pipsa Lunkkaa,b , Nea Malilab, Heidi Ryyn€anenb, Sanna Heikkinenb, Ville Sallinena,c and Laura Koskenvuoa

aDepartment of Abdominal Surgery, Helsinki University Hospital and the University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; bFinnish Cancer Registry,
Institute for Statistical and Epidemiological Cancer Research, Helsinki, Finland; cDepartment of Transplantation and Liver Surgery, Helsinki
University Hospital and the University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

ABSTRACT
Background: The population-based Finnish Cancer Registry (FCR) is an important resource for research
and healthcare politics in Finland. The aim of this study was to validate the accuracy of the colorectal
cancer (CRC) data within the FCR.
Material and methods: FCR data are based on independent cancer report forms (CRFs) from both
clinicians and pathologists. Data from patients diagnosed with CRC during a randomized, population-
based CRC screening program between 2004 and 2012 were extracted from the FCR and compared to
data extracted from the original clinical patient records of these individuals by two gastrointestinal
surgeons. The study focused on tumour characteristics and primary treatment. Accuracy was measured
by calculating Cohen’s kappa coefficient (j), which considers the possibility of agreement by chance.
Results: Altogether, 1475 patients were studied. j was 0.74 for stage, 0.87 for tumour location (right/
left), 0.78 for a more detailed location, 0.72 for tumour histology, 0.46 for surgical removal of the pri-
mary tumour, and 0.43 for chemotherapy. Among those who underwent surgery, the radicality of sur-
gical treatment had a j of 0.24. In total, 173 (12%) patients were lacking a CRF from a clinician.
Conclusion: The FCR data had good accuracy regarding tumour characteristics, but poor accuracy in
treatment information. The main reason for this suboptimal accuracy was missing CRFs from treating
clinicians. Awareness of these findings is crucial when research and decision making is based on FCR
data. Measures have since been taken to improve the completeness of FCR recording.

Abbrevations: FCR: Finnish Cancer Registry; CRC: colorectal cancer; CRF: cancer report form; HILMO:
Care Register for Health and Welfare; FOBT: faecal occult blood test; ICD-O-3: International
Classification of Diseases for Oncology, third edition; UICC: Union for International Cancer Control; j:
Kappa coefficient; CI: confidence interval
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Introduction

National cancer registries play a key role in cancer control
programs worldwide, providing valuable information con-
cerning cancer burden and grounds for statistics and
research. The Finnish Cancer Registry (FCR) is a population-
based national registry established in 1952. The FCR main-
tains data from cancers diagnosed and treated in Finland
since 1953. Special legislation obliges healthcare organiza-
tions to report all new cancer diagnoses to the FCR [1]. The
FCR summarizes information from each cancer case, and
registry data are widely used for statistics and can-
cer research.

The International Agency for Research on Cancer has
defined five areas of consideration concerning cancer regis-
tration, including completeness in coverage, completeness in
detail, accuracy in detail, accuracy of reporting, and accuracy
of interpretation [2]. Completeness of data, data quality, and

quality control in Finland have been described by earlier
studies [3,4]. New cancer diagnoses are captured by the
registry close to completion. The completeness of FCR data,
compared to that in the Care Register for Health and Welfare
(HILMO), was 95.9% for all solid malignant tumours and
97.4% for colorectal cancer (CRC) [4], yet there have been no
studies regarding the accuracy of more detailed information.
According to recommendations for cancer registry quality
control, the accuracy of a registry indicates its correspond-
ence with the source documentation and is shown as the
proportionate amount of correctly coded case attributes in
the registry [5].

The aim of this audit was to evaluate the accuracy of the
FCR CRC data by comparing data from the FCR to data col-
lected from original clinical patient records. This comparison
focuses on the accuracy of tumour characteristics (stage,
tumour location within the large bowel, and histopathology)
and primary treatment information: whether the primary
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tumour was removed surgically, whether surgical treatment
was radical, and whether the patient had received any
chemotherapy.

Material and methods

Patients

Our study population comprised patients diagnosed with
CRC during the randomized population-based health services
program on CRC screening by faecal occult blood test (FOBT;
HemoccultVR ) in Finland [6]. The target population for CRC
screening was men and women aged 60–69 years. Details of
the screening program arrangements have been previously
published [6–9]. Altogether, 1475 patients diagnosed with
CRC from 2004–2012 were identified from the FCR, and cop-
ies of the clinical documents were requested from the hospi-
tals treating these patients. The cohort included all CRC
cases from the target population, both screen-detected and
non-screen-detected. Data from clinical documents were
manually extracted by two gastrointestinal surgeons [10].

Variables

The FCR classifies the extent of disease into six categories
(Table 1). Although the TNM classification has been
requested since the early 1970s, most CRFs have provided
only an approximate stage or parts of the TNM, such as T
alone; therefore, TNM data is not available in the FCR [11].
Cancer extent from the clinical records was extracted based
on both clinical and pathological Union for International
Cancer Control (UICC) TNM staging and stage (8th edition)
[12]. If both records were available, the pathological records
were chosen, except among patients with neoadjuvant treat-
ment before operation or distant metastases detected by
computed tomography. TNM stage was converted into the
six-category FCR classification for comparison (Table 1).

The FCR codes the tumour location (topography) and
histological diagnosis (morphology) according to the ICD-O-3
[13]. We simplified the division of sub-sites to ‘right-sided’
(appendix, caecum, ascending colon, and transverse colon)
and ‘left-sided’ (descending colon, sigmoid colon, rectosig-
moid junction, rectum, anal canal, and anus) and compiled
histological diagnoses into subgroups: 1) adenocarcinoma, 2)

mucinous adenocarcinoma (including pseudomyxoma perito-
nei with unknown primary site), 3) neuroendocrine carcin-
oma, 4) anal epidermoid carcinoma, 5) other, and
6) unknown.

We defined surgical treatment as the removal of the pri-
mary tumour. Radical surgery in the manually extracted clin-
ical records was defined as complete tumour removal with
>1mm tumour-free margins. In the FCR, the radicality of sur-
gery was based on information given in the CRF (radical, pal-
liative, not known if radical or palliative). Chemotherapy
included both chemotherapy and chemoradiotherapy admin-
istered before or after surgical treatment, as well as any such
therapy administered for metastases.

Statistical analysis

The inter-rater agreement was measured by calculating
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (j) for FCR data against the data
based on clinical records. Cohen’s j varies from 0 to 1,
where, according to Landis and Koch’s scale, 0 indicates
agreement equivalent to chance; 0.1–0.20, slight agreement;
0.21–0.40, fair agreement; 0.41–0.60, moderate agreement;
0.61–0.80, substantial agreement; 0.81–0.99, near-perfect
agreement; and 1 perfect agreement [14]. Sensitivities for
each subgroup were calculated. Sensitivity was considered as
the ability of the FCR to classify a cancer case in the same
subgroup as in the medical patient records. It was calculated
by dividing the proportion of correctly classified cancers in
the FCR by the total number of cancers in the subgroup
based on medical records.

Finally, we calculated a new j based on data from
patients with clinical CRFs available and compared them to
the original j coefficients.

Patients’ personal data were only used for linkage
between FCR data and original medical records and deleted
before analysis. Statistical analyses were performed with
R-studio version 3.5.1.

This study was approved by the National Institute of
Health and Welfare; THL/923/5.05.00/2014, updated on May
31, 2018.

Table 1. The FCR’s cancer extent classification system and its relation to UICC TNM staging (8th edition).

FCR’s cancer extent classification UICC TNM

Definition T N M Stage

Unknown 0 The extent of cancer cannot be assessed. TX NX MX
Localized 1 Tumour in situ or tumour invades submucosa or muscularis propria. Tis, T1, T2 N0 M0 0, I
LN involved 2 Metastasis in local lymph node(s). Primary tumour can be localized or locally

advanced, but no distant metastases are found.
Any T N1-2 M0 III

Metastatic or
locally advanced

3 Outdated; this was used when marked on an old paper clinical form and
there was no more specific information available.

Advanced 4 Metastasis to local lymph node(s), but distant metastasis cannot be assessed. Any T N1-2 MX
Locally advanced 5 Tumour invades through the muscularis propria into the subserosa or

pericolorectal tissues; penetrates to the surface of the visceral peritoneum;
or directly invades or is adherent to other tissues. No local lymph node
metastasis or distant metastasis.

T3-4 N0 M0 II

Metastatic 6 Distant metastasis. Any T Any N M1 IV
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Results

The study population comprised 1475 patients diagnosed
with CRC between September 2004 and May 2012. There
were 872 (59%) male and 603 (41%) female patients. Tumour
stages were I, 309 (20%); II, 336 (23%); III, 399 (27%); and IV,
316 (21%). Of all tumours, 1051 (71%) were left-sided.
Histology confirmed adenocarcinoma for 1261 (86%)
patients; other histological subgroup included mucinous
adenocarcinoma, 120 (8.1%); neuroendocrine carcinoma, 26
(1.8%); squamous cell carcinoma, 19 (1.3%); and other,
15 (1.0%).

Agreement for stage was 0.74 (95% confidence interval
[CI], 0.72–0.77). The sensitivity for stage in the FCR was 78%
for localized, 80% for locally advanced, 75% for lymph node-
involved, and 65% for metastatic cancers (Table 2). The stage
was missing or unknown for 156 (11%) patients in the FCR
and 48 (3.3%) patients in the medical records.

The agreement for right- or left-sided tumour location
was 0.87 (95% CI, 0.85–0.90). Sensitivity was 90% for right-
sided tumours and 96% for left-sided tumours. The agree-
ment for more detailed location was 0.78 (95% CI, 0.75–0.80).
The sensitivity for detailed location was highest for the rec-
tum (93%) and lowest for the rectosigmoid junction (55%)
and descending colon (63%) compared to those of other
subsites (70%–89%). The subsite was unknown or missing for
70 (4.7%) patients in the FCR and 5 (0.3%) patients in the
medical records. The histological diagnosis of CRC had a j of
0.72 (95% CI, 0.67–0.77). The sensitivity was 97% for adeno-
carcinoma and 68% for mucinous adenocarcinoma.

Concerning primary tumour removal by surgery, the j
was 0.46 (95% CI, 0.40–0.51). The information regarding com-
pleted primary tumour removal was correct for 91% of
patients, but the information on those that had not under-
gone primary tumour removal was only 54% correct, and
25% of patients without operations were classified as
‘operated on’ in the FCR (Table 3). Of 151 ‘non-operated on’
patients, 52 (34%) had undergone an abdominal operation,
but without tumour removal according to medical records
(e.g. stoma, stent, bypass, or exploratory laparotomy). The
FCR had classified 30 (58%) of these patients as having
undergone primary tumour removal. There was unknown or
missing surgical information for 134 (9%) patients in the FCR
and 8 (0.5%) patients in the medical records. The radicality
of tumour resection had a j of 0.24 (95% CI, 0.20–0.27). The
sensitivity was 64% for radical and 50% for non-radical

tumour resection. In the FCR, radicality information was
recorded as unknown or missing for 342 (31%) patients, and
for 7 (0.5%) patients in the medical records.

The agreement for chemotherapy was 0.47 (95% CI,
0.43–0.51). The sensitivity of reports of no chemotherapy was
83% and the sensitivity for administered chemotherapy was
60%. Of the 819 patients administered chemotherapy, 264
(36%) had been miscategorized in the FCR as ‘chemotherapy
not administered’ (Table 4). There was unknown or missing
adjuvant therapy status for 134 (9%) patients in the FCR and
87 (6%) patients in the medical records.

A clinical CRF was received for 1302 (88%) patients.
Adjusting for only patients with clinical CRFs available, the
kappa-values improved in every category except histological
type (Table 5).

Discussion

This study evaluated the accuracy of the Finnish Cancer
Registry for colorectal cancer by comparing data from the
FCR to data collected from original medical patient records.
The accuracy of the FCR data showed great variability within
the variables in question with j coefficients ranging from
0.24–0.87. Overall, the FCR data was of good accuracy
regarding tumour characteristics, but poor for treatment
information.

We observed that a high proportion of the clinical CRFs
were missing (12%), which was the main reason for discrep-
ancies between the datasets. After including only patients
with a completed CRF, the agreement between datasets
improved, with j ranging from 0.31–0.90. This improvement
was most prominent in variables dependent on clinical infor-
mation, such as given treatment. However, concerning histo-
logical diagnosis, completed CRFs did not improve accuracy

Table 2. Sensitivity of the Finnish Cancer Registry cancer stage at the time of diagnosis compared to the clinical records of the same individuals, 2004–2012.

Clinical records: cancer stage

Localized 1 Locally advanced 5 LN involved 2 Metastatic 6 Unknown 0 Total
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%)

FCR: cancer stage
Localized 1 293 (78.1) 22 (6.5) 4 (1) 1 (0.3) 11 (22.9) 331 (22.4)
Locally advanced 5 9 (2.4) 271 (80.4) 17 (4.3) 9 (2.9) 3 (6.3) 309 (30.0)
Metastatic or locally advanced 3 0 0 5 (1.3) 26 (8.2) 2 (4.2) 33 (2.2)
Advanced 4 1 (0.3) 0 45 (11.3) 24 (7.6) 3 (6.3) 73 (5.0)
LN involved 2 6 (1.6) 7 (2.1) 301 (75.4) 33 (10.4) 2 (4.2) 349 (23.7)
Metastatic 6 1 (0.3) 5 (1.5) 10 (2.5) 204 (64.6) 4 (8.3) 224 (15.2)
Unknown 0 63 (16.8) 32 (9.5) 17 (4.3) 18 (5.7) 23 (47.9) 153 (10.4)
Missing NA 2 (0.5) 0 0 1 (0.3) 0 3 (0.2)
Total 375 (100) 337 (100) 399 (100) 316 (100) 48 (100) 1475 (100)

Table 3. Sensitivity of the Finnish Cancer Registry data concerning primary
tumour removal compared to clinical records of the same individu-
als, 2004–2012.

Clinical records: primary tumour removal

Non-operated Operated Unknown Total
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%)

FCR: primary tumour removal
Non-operated 82 (54.3) 26 (2.0) 0 108 (7.3)
Operated 37 (24.5) 1191 (90.5) 5 (62.5) 1233 (83.6)
Unknown 32 (21.2) 96 (7.3) 3 (37.5) 131 (8.9)
Missing 0 3 (0.2) 0 3 (0.2)
Total 151 (100) 1316 (100) 8 (100) 1475 (100)
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because the FCR receives independent histology information
directly from pathology laboratories.

The FCR have recorded all primary malignancies from
individuals in Finland since 1953. Clinical cancer report forms
(CRFs) have been primarily paper-based but, since 2016, a
fully electronic process has been aimed for. Pathology CRFs
have mainly been reported electronically since the mid-
1980s. Statistics Finland supplies information regarding the
causes of death and death certificates for all registered
patients with cancer if cancer is mentioned as the cause
of death.

The CRFs received are verified in the FCR, and the clinical
and pathological information is combined and linked with
data from the Population Register Centre on vital status and
residence. Data is coded according to international cancer
registry guidelines [15]. From 1953–2017, coding was entirely
manual and performed by FCR internal medical coders [4].
Complete registration comprises diagnostic (stage, location
of the tumour, histological diagnosis) and primary treatment
information.

To our knowledge, this study is the first evaluating FCR
data on several key tumour characteristic and primary treat-
ment variables as compared to the original medical patient
records. Additionally, we studied the effects of missing clin-
ical notifications on data accuracy. Previously, FCR data was
validated by reporting the proportion of morphologically
verified tumours (MV%), death certificate only registrations
(DCO%), and completeness [4]. For colon, rectum/rectosig-
moid, and anus tumour sites, the MV% were 95.8%, 97.1%,
and 97.0%, respectively, and DCO% were 1.8%, 1.1%, and
0.0%, respectively [4]. It has been previously reported that
stage and treatment data were difficult to accurately record
in the FCR [3].

Overall, we found high sensitivities for staged colorectal
cancers. The primary sources of inconsistency were the
higher number of cancers categorized as ‘unknown’ stage in
the FCR (10.6%) compared to clinical records (3.3%) and

patients in the FCR’s categories of ‘metastatic or locally inva-
sive’ and ‘advanced’, which included patients with incom-
plete TNM staging received by the FCR.

According to Leinonen et al. [4], only 1.9% of new malig-
nant tumours were registered as ‘primary site unknown’ in
the FCR from 2009–2013. We studied detailed CRC tumour
locations within the large bowel and found very high sensi-
tivity for most sites, excluding the rectosigmoid (55%) and
descending colon (63%). Of all rectosigmoid cancers, 19%
were classified as ‘sigmoid’ and 25% as ‘rectal’. After adjust-
ing for this, the sensitivity of the rectosigmoid area improved
to 99%. When we studied FCR’s ability to differentiate
tumour lateralization in the large bowel (right-sided versus
left-sided), sensitivities were remarkably high (90% for right
and 96% for left). This is of high importance according to
recent data regarding putative differential mechanisms and
prognoses of right- and left-sided tumours [16].

The FCR’s classification of ‘non-operated on’ patients was
not reliable, with a poor sensitivity of 54%, but patients who
underwent surgery were mostly classified correctly (sensitivity
91%). One source of error was that over half of the patients
who underwent surgery without primary tumour removal
were counted as ‘operated on’ in the FCR. Furthermore, the
radicality of surgical treatment had the lowest accuracy rate,
and the proportion of unknown or missing values in the FCR
was the highest among the studied variables.

For chemotherapy, ‘not administered’ was registered more
correctly (83% sensitivity) than ‘chemotherapy administered’
(60% sensitivity). Shockingly, 36% of patients who had
received chemotherapy were registered as ‘not administered’.
One explanation for this is that missing chemotherapy infor-
mation in the CRF is coded as ‘no therapy administered’ if
surgery or any other treatment has been performed.

The study population consisted of patients who were
involved in the randomized CRC screening program in
Finland, and it was assumed that medical patient records
were captured perfectly and without error. It is unlikely that

Table 4. Sensitivity of the Finnish Cancer Registry data concerning administered adjuvant therapy compared to clinical records of the same individu-
als, 2004–2012.

Clinical records: chemotherapy

Chemotherapy not administered Chemotherapy administered Unknown Total
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%)

FCR: chemotherapy
Chemotherapy not administered 539 (82.7) 264 (35.9) 49 (56.3) 852 (57.8)
Chemotherapy administered 26 (4.0) 438 (59.5) 25 (28.7) 489 (33.2)
Unknown 85 (13.0) 33 (4.5) 13 (14.9) 131 (8.9)
Missing 2 (0.3) 1 (0.1) 0 3 (0.2)
Total 652 (100) 736 (100) 87 (100) 1475 (100)

Table 5. Cohen’s kappa coefficient of the Finnish Cancer Registry data on colorectal cancer patients diagnosed in 2004–2012.

All patients (N¼ 1475) Patients with clinical CRF (N¼ 1302)

Variable Kappa Kappa
Tumour laterality within the large bowel 0.87 0.90
Detailed primary site of tumour within the large bowel 0.78 0.80
Stage 0.74 0.79
Histological diagnosis 0.72 0.71
Primary tumouhr removal 0.46 0.61
Chemotherapy 0.43 0.50
Radicality of surgical treatment 0.24 0.31
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more reporting to the FCR took place in the municipalities
included in the CRC screening program compared to munici-
palities outside the program because the reporting processes
were independent. Furthermore, identified missing CRFs
were evenly distributed throughout Finland.

We chose to use Cohen’s j over direct percentage agree-
ment statistics. The key limitation of percentage agreement is
that it does not incorporate a chance agreement between
raters and may overestimate true accuracy. However, j has
limitations. j is only calculated for common variables and
measures their agreement. Concerning stage, the j statistic
did not integrate the categories of ‘advanced’ and ‘metastatic
or locally advanced’, which did not have values according to
the clinical records. It is worth noting that Cohen’s j usually
produces lower values compared to percentage agreement
due to the factor of agreement by chance [17].

Conclusions

The FCR data achieved commendable accuracy in detailed
information; however, we emphasize that improvements
must be made to increase the usefulness of the data, espe-
cially for clinical research purposes. As a population-based
cancer registry, the FCR plays a role in cancer control: to
assess the causes and impacts of cancer burden and the
effectiveness of screening programs, and to provide grounds
for cancer research. The FCR has the aim of providing key
cancer-related variables with high coverage and accuracy;
thus, complete and accurate data are required for the regis-
try to fulfil its tasks. We showed that missing clinical informa-
tion leads to an increase in erroneous data in some aspects,
including primary treatment. Several key variables rely solely
on clinical information, and clinical CRFs are essential for the
FCR to obtain high-quality data.
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